Phyen, a technological Portuguese startup created in the beginning of 2017, has been selected to the ALPHA 2017 program to be present at this year’s edition of Web Summit, to be held in Lisbon. Between 6 and 9 of November, Phyen will be present in one of the world’s biggest technological showrooms, sharing its mission with all attendees.

Using the power of nature to do design in engineering, Phyen develops technology that optimizes flow systems, changing the way they are designed from scratch. Natural patterns are, “naturally”, an inspiration for mechanical systems. However, those patterns can be used more efficiently. Therefore, Phyen's technology is not a copy of natural designs but, an application of physical laws that explain those natural systems.

Composed by 5 elements, Tiago and Miguel, responsible by creating Phyen and also managing Brands and Partners and Investigation and Development, respectively, are very well accompanied by 3 youngsters with an excellent entrepreneur spirit. Mike, who manages the financial aspects, Diana, who manages projects, and Sérgio, the lead engineer.

Phyen is also part of Startup Voucher program, from Startup Portugal, being incubated at Instituto Pedro Nunes, in Coimbra, having received an honourable mention in HIESE Business Idea Contest.
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